
MSM Board Meeting April 7 

Present: Byron, Evelyn, Heather, Jordan, Anita, Emma, Nate 

Also Present: Caron (guest) and Kyle (manager) 

Facilitator: Nate 

Note taker: Jordan 

Time keeper: Byron 

Vibes watcher: Heather 

 

1. Approval of March 11 board meeting minutes. 

Board consensus was to approve. 

 

2. Manager's Report 

Kyle reported that the Food Vendor's Statements of Ingredients are coming together fairly well, with 

about half of the Statements ready to go. The question was raised: what if some food vendors haven't 

submitted their ingredient lists yet? Board consensus was that those vendors will not be allowed to sell 

at market until they have complied with the new policy. 

Re: discussion from last meeting about accepting Donut Queens' re-application, Donut Queens have 

decided not to come to market anymore (presumably due to policy changes). 

Kyle and Evelyn met with School District 61 regarding power use from SJD School. They reported that 

the response was finally positive (this is the 3rd time we have made this request), and the market will 

likely soon have access to electrical outlets. There probably would be 6 outlets available, for a total 

charge of about $30/week. 

 

3. Action plan for discussion with Michelle, concerned parent, regarding peanut/food allergies. 

Kyle reported that SD 61 does have some policies in place regarding nut/shellfish/latex allergies: the 

facility rental policy contains a request that these substances not be brought into the facility (the school 

building). It also asks the tenant to make sure to wipe clean surfaces (tables, etc) that may have made 

contact with the allergens. None of this applies to city property, though, and it is not clear whether it 

applies to the school grounds. 



Emma mentioned that she too is an allergy-sufferer, so might be a good person to meet with Michelle 

and discuss the issue. 

A plan of action was proposed: 

- Kyle and Emma will meet with Michelle at the market and talk through her concerns, then introduce 

her to Jacob (the vendor who sells sprouted peanuts) 

- Jacob will be encouraged to ensure the bags of peanuts are tied closed, and to put a sign on his table 

- Kyle will put out a general email to vendors, advising them to advertise (through signage) when 

allergens are present 

- Kyle will create a sign for the playground entrance, asking people to not bring in nuts/shellfish/latex etc 

After a short discussion this plan was approved by board consensus. 

 

4. Health Canada Regulations around Bath/Body products 

Emma brought the board's attention to the fact that, technically, Health Canada approval is necessary 

for all bath/body products sold anywhere. It is not enforced, and it has mostly been up to vendors 

whether they want to go through the approval process (which is free, but takes some paperwork). One 

significant reason for getting approved would be limiting liability for the producer. 

Moss St Market does not currently require vendors to register their bath/body products. It was 

suggested that the MSM website could link to the Health Canada regulations so that vendors could 

voluntarily get their products approved. Kyle said he will consult with the BCAFM on the subject as well. 

Evelyn proposed: Kyle will send an email to vendors who might be affected, to suggest ingredient 

labelling and registration (with link to Health Canada), and to say that the board is currently looking into 

the MSM's responsibility. This proposal was approved by board consensus. 

 

5. Craft Review Committee - possible changes to process 

Caron said the review rubric used by the craft committee was originally written by Janet (head of the 

committee) based on the crafts section of the policy manual. The MSM board approved it for use after 

several revisions. 

Heather brought up that since food vendors have now joined farm vendors in having more stringent 

guidelines applied to them (sourcing of ingredients, transparency), it may be time to attempt something 

similar with crafters. 



Kyle also suggested looking for some way to keep craft vendors relevant to changing MSM policies, 

possibly by reviewing automatically every 3 years as the Vancouver Farmer's Market does. 

Board members agreed to solicit ideas for policy changes around crafts from the craft reviewers and 

craft vendors in general. More involved discussion and actual changes to policy manual were put on the 

BIKE RACK until the board retreat. 

 

6. Liquor sales at MSM - discussion 

The City of Victoria is open to allowing MSM to have liquor sales on city property, once provincial 

legislation changes. One stall space along the Thurlow Blvd is being kept free in anticipation. There have 

been some inquiries, no applications as of yet.  

One idea from Byron: brewers would share a stall to bring special beers each week. This could also be 

alternated with wine/spirits. There would need to be a pre-determined schedule, as brewers and 

distillers need some lead time. 

Some additions to the policy manual would be necessary. It was agreed that the MSM should probably 

require that the brew master or distiller be present, and that we'd likely only approve a vendor for 1 

season at a time. 

As to local/organic ingredients, it is unfortunately true that most ingredients are not locally available. It 

was suggested that liquor vendors would be required to fill out a Statement of Ingredients, and that the 

limited space should be given preferentially to the most local/organic producers. Kyle agreed to draw up 

a draft policy for further discussion. 

 

7. Garry Oak room rental 

Evelyn has talked to farmers, and saw general acceptance of the idea of having half markets indoors 

through the winter months when MSM does not currently operate. This will need active promotion 

(signage) since it has lower visibility. We would need to book the space 6 months in advance. There is 

room for 10 vendors, which could be a combination of booked spaces and drop-ins. Rates would be 

around $15-20 per market. 

Evelyn proposed that the board contact the Fairfield Community Center and request rental from Nov to 

Mar, contingent on price. Approved by consensus. 

 

 8. X-mas Market hours - possible changes 

Jordan suggested that many vendors, especially farmers, find the 10 am to 4 pm Sunday market too 

long. There are almost no customers around in the last 2 hours. 



The board discussed several options to change the X-mas market hours. The Sunday market could simply 

be shortened, or partially replaced with an evening market sometime on the weekend, or there could be 

a break in the middle of the day... 

The board consensus was that everyone should think about it some more and come up with more ideas 

to discuss at later date. Emma and Anita will survey other craft vendors for input, since the X-mas 

market is mainly for crafters. 

 

9. Political advertising at vendor's stall 

There is no current policy around this. It was suggested that as long as it is small and/or discreet, there 

shouldn't be any problem. Emma pointed out the vendor is opening themselves up to any discussion, so 

it's up to them. After some discussion, the board decided that no policy changes are necessary at this 

time. Any issues can be dealt with if/when they arise. 

 

10. Miscellaneous additional items 

Evelyn said she planned to go to BCAFM workshop/meeting next Thursday. 

Evelyn emailed Robin Crowder about potentially giving a workshop the morning of the next AGM, on 

farmer's marketing strategies. 

 

11. BIKE RACKED for future discussion 

"Food Vendor of the Month", craft review changes, vendor workshop, new location for the market? 

(Permanent pavilion in Porter Park) 

 

12. Set the date of our next meeting. 

Tues, May 13 at Kyle's place, 7 pm 

 


